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Introduction

Pakistan has a high disease burden of gastro-enteric infections and it is a serious disease caused by Rotavirus. Diarrheal infections are considered as a significant cause of infant and childhood morbidity and mortality in both developing as well as developed countries, which increases the death risks among children less than 5 years of age. Globally, it is also reported that the children who are less than 5 years are hospitalized every year due to rotavirus infection. This infection attacks the bowel, which causes fever, vomiting, dehydration and water stool (diarrhea). The infection is treatable and can be cured within a week. The cause of diarrhea is poor environment sanitation, inadequate water supply, poverty and inadequate education. This may be transmitted by fecal, oral route and also spread through contaminated food, drinking water and from a person who is infected as a result of unhygienic practices.

Unfortunately, nonexistence of proper surveillance programs and laboratory facilities have resulted data scarcity on rotavirus associated disease burden and epidemiological information in the country, where the weak echo system between the government and non-government sectors did not allow them to pasteurized the community. As a community health nurse and working in primary health care setup, my prime objective is to promote vaccinations, growth and monitoring and intelligence. I feel pity that the children ages from 1-5 years are hospitalized every year due to rotavirus infection. This infection attacks the bowel, which causes fever, vomiting, dehydration and water stool (diarrhea). The infection is treatable and can be cured within a week. The cause of diarrhea is poor environment sanitation, inadequate water supply, poverty and inadequate education. This may be transmitted by fecal, oral route and also spread through contaminated food, drinking water and from a person who is infected as a result of unhygienic practices.

While we were making the action plan, we had SMART approach in our minds, which says that a plan should be specific, measurable, attainable, and realistic and time bound. We were trying that the project is aimed on who, where, how, when strategy for project evaluation. Our major goal was to understand the factors which lead community towards rotavirus and how can we raise awareness in the community through teachings and best practices to strengthen the individual's knowledge for immunization in the community.

Teaching and learning style for diversified group are implemented together with the help of theory and skills. I remember the best learning cycle of Kolb in which he says the first step is concrete/experience. By using this approach, I can understand the participant's knowledge, experience and community practices about vaccination. Likewise, the observation helps us to comprehend their feeling, if they have ever gone through the process of vaccination; with the component of abstract/conceptualization they will be able to demonstrate their experiences and intense knowledge. To setup learning standards, active summarization may be helpful to determine needs for learning and sessions on immunization through which they can implement with better tactical mode. For effective learning, I would use Gagne's Nine Levels of Learning model which gives trainers and educators a checklist to use before they engage in teaching or training activities. Each step highlights a form of communication that aids the learning process. When each step is completed in turn, learners are much more likely to be engaged and to retain the information or skills that they're being taught.

1st level is Gaining Attention: where speaker should take care of his/her body language and explain the importance of session and display video for instruction or objectives that can help them to understand the background. 2nd level is Expectancy: what participants will have learnt by the end of the session. Then, explain how their learning is going to benefit them and the organization. 3rd level is...
Recall of Prior Learning: where the participants retrieve past information and then match with the new information what they have learned. 4th level is presenting the Stimulus: where the new information is delivered verbally, through discussion, interactive videos and by group activity. 5th level is to Provide Learning Guidance: To help our team members to retain the information by giving examples, storytelling and case studies. 6th level is Eliciting Performance: It means this is the time when participants need to demonstrate their knowledge what they have understand during the session e.g. when Rota virus vaccination is arriving in oral form, how to apply to it, maintain the cold chain for the effectiveness of the vaccination, what necessary information needs to be conveyed to community, how to make the home base ORS. In level 7th talks about Feedback/Reinforcement, where you teach technique for handling difficult clients since they have multiple preconceptions and myths regarding the vaccination. Level 8th is Assessing Performance: with the help of competency skill checklist and questionnaire participants can be assessed to ensure that they have adequate understanding and knowledge to perform the tasks in the community. In level 9th which is Enhancing Retention and Transfer: In this last stage, team members show that they’ve retained information by transferring their new knowledge or skill to situations that are different from the ones you’ve trained them on. Give them opportunity to use their skills learning on a regular basis so that people can retain information by transferring their new knowledge or skill to situations that are different from the ones you’ve trained them on [4-6].

In my opinion one should be very careful while dealing with volunteers as they are serving the community and performing meaning fully without any remuneration. We can always improve our understanding to minimize the disparity since learning is a never ending process. I believe that a diversified group can provide various and effective input of learning which can be benefit every individual in the community. A collaborative environment in the community supports volunteer’s to understand their role and individual’s responsibility. To make volunteer’s stay longer and increase their motivation, they should be pleased with intrinsic benefits such as reward and recognition programs which is one of the method for motivation. Training & development of volunteers can play significant role in their performance and knowledge which will ultimately increase the chances of a successful campaign in the community.
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